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By PETROVA, EVGENIA - TAYFUN BELGIN (Curator)

Istanbul: Pera Muzesi, 2011., Istanbul:, 2011. Soft cover. Condition: New. PETROVA, EVGENIA -
TAYFUN BELGIN (Curator) Scenes from Tsarist Russia. 19th century Russian classics from the State
Russian Museum Collection = Carlik Rusyasi'ndan sahneler. Rus Devlet Muzesi Koleksiyonu'ndan 19.
yuzyil Rus klasikleri. [Exhibition catalogue]. Istanbul: Pera Muzesi, 2011. 4to., 192 p., color ills. In
Turkish and in English. Paperback. New ISBN: 9789759123802 CATALOG: Painting & Sculpture
KEYWORDS: Russia tsarist Russian Image painter Art Scenes from Tsarist Russia: 19th Century
Russian Classics from the State Russian Museum Collection not only presents art lovers a selection
of masterpieces being displayed for the first time in Turkey, but also offers scenes of Russian history
through Russian Realist paintings. The masterpieces from the rich collection of the State Russian
Museum in St. Petersburg reflect every aspect of life including labor and poverty, the world of
children, public festivals, war and death, scenes from bourgeois life, and revolution. In literature,
music, and fine arts, the "Russian spirit" is depicted as a world of emotions in which love, sorrow,
and death run rampant. After the 1860s, Realist conventions came to dominate the genre scenes.
Progressive artists of Russia began portraying the fundamental problems of the period...
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This pdf is amazing. I actually have go through and that i am sure that i will planning to read once again again in the future. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you request me).
-- Welling ton Connelly-- Welling ton Connelly

This publication is definitely worth buying. It is writter in straightforward words rather than di icult to understand. You are going to like how the writer
compose this publication.
-- Dr . Joa quin K lein-- Dr . Joa quin K lein
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